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Abstract:
In the background of the transformations of the role of the state with regard to the definition 
of the public policies, particularly in the domain of education, this study seeks to question 
the relations between one of the means of mass communication – the press – and the 
construction of the education policies. Based on the analytical analysis of the journalistic 
discourse of three national daily newspapers, the intention is to question who are the 
most relevant voices authorised to express themselves and how this discourse concurs 
towards the construction of the dominant visions on education and influences the public 
acceptance and/or rejection of policies in this domain, contributing to the regulation of 
the education system, in the background of the reconfiguration of the public sphere.
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DEMARCATIng ThE FIELD oF STUDy

The research to be carried out focuses on the rela‑
tions between the press and the educational public 
policies, in particular with regard to non‑higher 
education teaching. The interest by the media de‑
rives from the idea that they have “the capacity to 
define the world in a particular form, constructing 
a consensus around their definition” (Bannister et 
al., 1980; nannister, 1981; Foley, 1981, cited by Lin‑
gard & Rawolle, 2004, p. 362), especially in a world 
in which the borders between scientific knowledge 
and common knowledge are so porous. Therefore, 
analysing how the press influences the construc‑
tion of public policies will help unveil the growing 
role the media plays in the production of common 
knowledge about education, namely in consolidat‑
ing the idea concerning the so‑called “school cri‑
sis”.

This influence is all the more significant given 
that the field of education “(…) is so familiar to 
most of the actors that the distinction between the 
expert/profane, a central issue in any attempt at pro‑
fessional and scientific autonomy (hughes, 1984), is 
not easy to establish” (van Zanten, 2005, p. 5). In 
other words, from the point of view of society in gen‑
eral, all matters concerning school appear to take on 
an extremely familiar character, making it legitimate 
for any social actor to take part in the public debate 
on education. In this debate the mediatizing by the 
newspapers occupies a decisive space in building 
references, understood as “a scheme of intelligibil‑

ity built as the reference point, from an analysis of 
the situation” (Ardoino, 1996, p. 14).

ThE SCEnARIo: 
ThE REConFIgURATIon oF ThE RoLE 
oF ThE STATE, govERnAnCE AnD ThE  
InFoRMATIon SoCIETy

The media in general constitute fields of mediatiz‑
ing and regulation of the educational policies, with‑
in the general framework in which a reconfiguration 
of the role of the State is being witnessed, as a con‑
sequence of several recent transformations. These 
are, according to Fuente (2002, p. 4): intensification 
of the sectorising and differentiation of policies and 
administrations; intervention by a growing number 
of actors in the different phases of the public policies 
process; widening of the scope of the public policies; 
decentralisation and fragmentation of the State; the 
clouding of the borders between the “public” and 
“private”; multiplication of private intervention in 
traditionally public areas; transnationalisation of the 
national policy and growing interdependence and 
complexity of social political issues.

In this scenario it is important to stress the con‑
cept of “governance”, to explain the end of the mo‑
nopoly of the State in the management and legitimi‑
sation of the public “thing”. The concept of “gov‑
ernance”, designed as a “new style of government 
– different from the hierarchical control model and 
market model, is characterised by a greater degree 
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of interaction and cooperation between the State 
and the non‑state actors, inside the decision making 
networks mixed between the public and the private 
– serves as an analytical tool to tackle the mutations 
of the State as regards its loss of monopoly on the 
knowledge and the economic and institutional re‑
sources to govern  (natera, 2004, p. 6).

Another central factor in research into public 
policies is the changing role of the State in this 
area, which continues along the path to decentrali‑
sation justified essentially by political arguments 
such as: the recuperation of social legitimacy, on 
the one hand; making conflict more flexible, on the 
other (Pereyra, 1996). In this specific context the 
Portuguese State has been transforming its role, 
using the slogan “school autonomy” to re‑launch 
itself, recovering the energy from a centralist secu‑
lar tradition, which in the current panorama does 
not fit into the social norm. It is in this background 
that the new state contours are drawn up as re‑
gards public policies and which progressively ac‑
knowledge the emergence of a “regulatory state” 
(Barroso, 2003).

In another way, this reconfiguration of the State 
is equally connected to a technological revolution, 
particularly linked to the explosion in IT and com‑
munication. In reality, the technological boom has 
favoured the multiplication and modification of the 
sources of access to knowledge and its very produc‑
tion, placing it at the heart of the discourses and 
practices of legitimisation of the policies and public 
action. 

ThE PRoBLEM: ThE MEDIA AS SPACES 
oF MEDIATIon AnD MEDIATIZATIon 
oF EDUCATIonAL PoLICIES AnD 
AS “nETwoRK noDES” oF ThE 
REgULAToRy SySTEM

The study starts from a set of assumptions and uses 
specific concepts that should be clarified as they 
map out the problem and are located in the field of 
the question. At this point of the research the fol‑
lowing issues are the main concepts, i.e. those that 
constitute the operational tools for the research: 
Regulation, References, Mediation, Mediatization 
and Discourse.

The concept of Regulation is understood to 
mean:

the methods of permanent adjustment of a plurality 
of actions and their effects that enable the safeguard‑
ing and dynamic balance of stable systems, deriving 
from the fact that the rules cannot predict everything 
and therefore should be interpreted and questioned 
(in an ongoing adaptation of the situations and objec‑
tives) (Bauby, 2002, cited by Barroso, 2005, p. 66).

within the scope of applying this concept to the 
educational system, we subscribe to the thesis that 
this is a “system of regulations”, and it is therefore 
important to value: 

the essential role of the bodies (…) of mediation, 
translation, passage of regulatory flows, given that 
this is where a summation is drawn up or conflicts are 
overcome between the existing regulations. These 
bodies function as “network nodes” of different reg‑
ulators and their intervention is decisive to map out 
the structure and dynamics of the regulatory systems 
and their results (Barroso, 2005, p.  85).

The concept of References is understood to mean 
“the set of rules or images of reference according to 
which the criteria of intervention by the State are de‑
fined, as well as the objectives of the policy in ques‑
tion” (Muller, 1991, cited by Pollet, 1995, p. 44).

The references articulate four levels of perception 
of the world that are interrelated, although a distinc‑
tion should be made among them. They are: the val‑
ues, that bring together the deepest representations 
about “good” and “evil”, defining an overall frame‑
work of public action; the rules, which sketch the de‑
viation between the perceived real and the dreamed 
real, defining more principles of action than values; 
the algorithms, which are causal relations that express 
a theory of action; and finally the images, which are 
explicit vectors of values, rules and even algorithms, 
producing meaning (Muller, 1995).

The aforementioned author also refers to the 
possibility of this concept combining two essential 
dimensions in the analysis of public policies: 

The intellectual dimension, i.e. the process of con‑
struction of a vision of the world that will determine 
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the perception of the actors that intervene in the de‑
cision making systems; the dimension of power, in 
other words, the process through which a new hi‑
erarchy is instigated among the actors, with a group 
present and imposing their leadership on the sys‑
tem and the central location in the political process 
(Muller, 1995, p. 70).

The concept of Mediation is viewed as defined 
by hall (1993, cited by Pollet, 1995, p. 6) when he 
comments:

Each idea does not occur in social thinking one by 
one, in isolation. They establish links with one an‑
other. They define a discursive space of meaning that 
lends us perspectives on the world, with particular 
guidelines or frameworks of interpretation without 
which we do not think.
 

Pierre Muller (1995) defines the mediation (as 
a process) around two binomials: the cognitive di‑
mension/normative dimension; and the intellectual 
field/the field of power. In relation to the first bino‑
mial, the author says that as a process of production 
of meaning, the constitution of a new set or refer‑
ences is simultaneous to a process of production of 
knowledge and production of rules, with the media‑
tors playing a role that combines two central opera‑
tions: decoding the world, making it intelligible, to 
lend it meaning, on the one hand; and on the other 
hand recoding the world, defining goals and ac‑
tions aimed at accelerating the transformation of the 
world. As for the second binomial, we point out the 
close relationship between the production of mean‑
ing and the structuring of the field of forces and em‑
phasise that in a process of mediation we are always 
in the presence of a phenomenon of construction of 
interests of several social groups. 

The concept of Mediatization, used in the sense 
conferred by Fairclough (2001), underlines the way 
the media considerations currently affect many 
processes and political texts, accentuating the active 
role they take on in the intermediate space they oc‑
cupy, between the sphere of political decision and 
society in general.

The heuristic potential of this concept lies in its 
capacity to define the role of the media in a soci‑
ety undergoing change. According to Shultz (2004, 

p. 98), one can consider four processes of change 
that are linked to the different aspects of mediatiza‑
tion: 

Firstly, the media broaden the natural limits of the ca‑
pacity for human communication; second, the media 
replaces social activities and social institutions; third, 
in social life the media amalgamates itself with sev‑
eral non‑media activities; and fourth, the actors and 
organisations of all the sectors of society bow to the 
logic of the media.

Finally, use of the concept of Discourse is explained 
as follows. Discourses are forms of action and social 
interaction, situated in social contexts in which the 
participants are not only the speakers/writers, listen‑
ers/readers but also social actors who are members 
of groups and cultures (Moya, 2002). Discourse and 
its mental dimensions (like its meanings) are inserted 
in social situations and structures. In turn, the social 
representations, the social relations and the social 
structures are often constituted, constructed, vali‑
dated, normalised, assessed and legitimised in and 
by the text and by speech (van Dijk, 1999).

From the point of view of its profile, linked to the 
critical analysis of the discourse, there is a dialectic 
relationship between discourse and social structure. 
The discourse is a reflection of a deeper reality and 
is simultaneously represented in an idealised form 
as a social source. The discursive constitution of a 
society derives from a social practice that is rooted 
in specific social structures and guided by them. 

Likewise, the point of view is shared according 
to which discourse is as much a means of action as 
a means of representing and is underwritten in the 
notion of discourse as a political and ideological 
practice, as noted by norman Fairclough:

As political practice, discourse establishes, main‑
tains and transforms the relations of power and the 
collective entities in which they exist. As ideological 
practice, the discourse constitutes, naturalises, main‑
tains and also changes the meanings of the world into 
the most distinct positions of the relations of power 
(cited by Pedrosa, s/d, p. 3).

having briefly explained the main concepts, this 
is now the moment to put them into action, ques‑
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tioning the reality based on them. Following the 
same discursive logic it is time to list the five presup‑
positions that guide the research.   

(1) The media are spaces of mediation and me‑
diatization of educational policies

In truth, as Sousa mentions (1999, p. 4):

The media confer public notoriety to given events, 
ideas and topics, which they represent discursively, 
democratising access to the (representations of ) this 
news making its consumption commonplace (a ritu‑
al?) (…) It also contributes to lending these occur‑
rences, ideas and topics meaning (…) although the 
final stamp of meaning depends on the consumer of 
the media messages and the various social mediations 
(…)

Looking at this affirmation, the centrality of the 
concept of mediation is reinforced, given that it 
emphasises the influence of all the formal options 
and content taken by the media, which today affect 
many political processes and discourses, highlight‑
ing the active role that they play in the intermediate 
space they occupy between the sphere of decision 
and society in general. This concept is particularly 
rich as it underlines the participation of the media in 
the political processes themselves.

(2) The media seem to contribute to the construc‑
tion of references concerning education, making 
it easier or more difficult to accept the educational 
policies, constituting themselves as “network nodes” 
in the background of the system of regulations that 
characterise the educational system.

In questioning the role of the media in drawing 
up the set of references about education, the research 
fits into a broader domain – that of the relations be‑
tween the public policies and the field of mediation 
and the mediatization of public action – legitimizing 
and justifying the questioning of the process of inter‑
‑penetration of sectors, resulting in the emergence 
of a growing number of actors in the production and 
implantation of these policies.

In relation to the printed news, the idea remains 
that just like other kinds of journalistic texts they 
contribute to the social construction of new realities 
and new references about education (Sousa, 1999). 

Therefore the question is how the news and other 
kinds of journalistic discourses show a degree of 
theorisation of the relationship between political 
power and civil society and partially structure the 
process and the results. 

when implementing the concepts of references, 
this is viewed in the backdrop of two dimensions 
– one intellectual and the other of power. It is hence 
understood that the construction of references in‑
volves, on the one hand, the affirmation of a struc‑
tural vision of the world for the social actors involved 
in the decision‑making processes (politicians and 
citizens); on the other hand, it instigates a hierarchy 
between the actors.

As such, the starting premise is that the media in 
general, and the press in this specific case, are the 
perfect spaces in this process of edification of refer‑
ences, owing the role of mediation and mediatiza‑
tion they play: on the one hand, they comply with a 
cognitive function, giving sense to the world, decod‑
ing it and recoding it; on the other hand, they reveal, 
and at the same time structure, fields of strength that 
orders those in a better position to “talk” into hier‑
archies.

however, it is pointed out that precisely because 
they are located in a network, inter‑penetrating with 
other fields, this role of the media in the production 
of these references is not absolute or determinist, 
and should not be classified as a condition a priori 
for action. In other words, this process of produc‑
tion of references is interactive and dynamic, limited 
by the relative autonomy and rationality of the social 
actors, whether they are political interpreters or the 
so‑called common citizens.

(3) The discourse, and in this specific case, the 
journalistic discourse as a social practice – that is 
structured and which structures socially – occupies a 
significant place in unveiling the relations between 
the press and the power, both as regards contamina‑
tion of the political and media agendas and as re‑
gards the capacity to build ways of reading the edu‑
cational reality, which favours or inhibits political 
processes, by aligning with the dominant beliefs and 
values in the public sphere.

In reality, as mentioned by Mazzoneli and Shulz 
(1999), in a democracy in which in contrast to the 
experience of the greek polis, the participation is 
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mediatized (representative democracy), the me‑
dia play a crucial role as constructors of the public 
sphere of information and opinion, controlling the 
terms of the exchanges among actors. when situat‑
ing research into the press as a co‑producer of maps 
of intelligibility of the world, modelling social rep‑
resentations on it, it is the discourse produced by 
the press that sparks the interest in the research. 
This discourse refers to a context, which is physical 
and cognitive, also possessing a dialogue character 
(Moirand, 2004). As such, forming the problem of 
the place of the press discourse in the production 
of references about education implies situating it in 
discursive networks.

(4) The press is an ideal place to analyse processes 
of circulation of knowledge and to unveil the porosity 
between borders and the hybrid relation between sci‑
entific knowledge and common knowledge

The multiplication and transformations of the 
sources of access to knowledge, its very production, 
and its placement at the centre of the discourse and 
practices of legitimising of the policies and public 
action, require that the specific knowledge pro‑
duced by the journalistic discourses is also taken 
into account.

As such, it is important to ask new questions, ar‑
ticulated with the kind of knowledge that is designed 
by and in these journalistic discourses and how the 
process plays out, which means revealing the actors 
authorised to express themselves and reflect on the 
processes of “inter‑discourses” and “intertextual‑
ity” seen in the texts.

As Méon states (2004), the study of the specific 
processes of circulation of knowledge that occurs 
in the public sphere reveals a strong porosity be‑
tween borders and a hybrid relation between “sci‑
entific knowledge” and “common knowledge”, 
with the media and ideal place to analyse these 
procedures.

(5) Critical discourse analysis is a suitable meth‑
odology to study the relations between the media and 
the public policies, focussing on the connection be‑
tween language and power

Critical discourse analysis intends to study lan‑
guage as a social practice, and in this background, 
the role of the context is considered crucial. This 

kind of analysis is interested in the relationship be‑
tween language and power, and it can be said that 
this area occupies, essentially, the study of the re‑
lations of domination, discrimination, power and 
control present in the language. In other words, 
critical discourse analysis says that language is a 
means of domination and social strength, serving to 
legitimise the relations of power institutionally es‑
tablished (wodak & Meyer, 2003). however, critical 
discourse analysis avoids 

 the assumption of a simple determinist relation be‑
tween the texts and the social. Taking into account 
the idea that the discourse is structured by domina‑
tion and that the entire discourse is an object histori‑
cally constructed and interpreted (...) and that the 
structures of domination are legitimate through the 
ideology of powerful groups, the complex focus that 
CDA advocates argue for enables analysis of the pres‑
sures coming from above, and the possibility to with‑
stand the unequal relations of power that arise as so‑
cial conventions (wodak & Meyer, 2003, pp.  19 ‑20).

As van Dijk states (1999), the critical analysis is 
above all an attempt to offer a different way or per‑
spective from theorisation, analysis and application 
through this field of research and which can be un‑
derstood as a reaction against the formal paradigms 
(non‑critical) that dominated in the 1960s and 70s. 
Fairclough (cited by wodak & Meyer, 2003, p. 185) 
defined it as

A form of critical science that has been conceived 
as a social science destined to identify the problems 
that people faced as a result of particular forms of life, 
and also destined to endow these people with the re‑
sources that would enable them to tackle and over‑
come these problems. 

This idea is crucial for critical discourse analysts, 
given that, regardless of the original training and the 
particularities of each researcher, they all agree on 
the importance of the social application of the re‑
sults they arrive at1. 

The concepts and presuppositions outlined 
above map out the topic of this research. This essen‑
tially associates two interrogative, interdependent 
dimensions, which converge to two major questions: 
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Who participates in the mediation and mediati‑
zation, jointly building references about education 
that concur to regulate the educational system? 

How do the discursive processes develop and allow 
the definition of this space as an ideal platform for 
contamination of fields and circulation of knowledge 
and know‑how, network nodes with an essential role 
in the production of public policies? 

These two dimensions are materialised in the 
study of the actors and strategies and discursive 
processes present in the press. Therefore, in the 
background described, the proposal is to under‑
take qualitative research, based on the critical 
analysis of journalistic discourse produced by 
the press on educational material, in the area of 
non‑higher education. In this context an attempt 
is made to analyse the place of the press inside 
the vaster topic of Knowledge, Educational Poli‑
cies and Public Action and to defend the thesis that 
the press, as other media, constitute a space for 
mediation, mediatization and regulation of the 
educational policies, jointly building their social 
references.

The choice of newspapers that will enable the 
construction of a database consisted of O Público, 

Diário de Notícias and Correio da Manhã. This se‑
lection complied with three criteria: (a) high circu‑
lation; (b) geographical coverage (national); and (c) 
social make‑up of the consumers (middle class and 
upper middle class).

Analysing the way the media jointly build the 
public educational policies, mediatizing them, is the 
initial aim of this study. From this overall goal a set 
of specific initial aims arise that map out the way of 
looking into the field of study and on which the en‑
tire research is based. These aims are: (1) to analyse 
the contaminations among the field of knowledge, 
their justifications and logics of action; (2) to ana‑
lyse the way the information is processed; (3) to ana‑
lyse how the journalistic texts jointly concur in the 
building of the references about education in gen‑
eral and specific policies in particular; (4) to analyse 
the relationship between the political agenda and 
the journalistic agenda. 

Therefore, and as has been mentioned, the re‑
search will be centred on the analysis of the journal‑
istic discourses, questioning who participates in this 
process of mediatization and regulation and how. 
Put more simply, the intention is to analyse what 
is “said”, and why? Who “says it”, how it is “said”, 
when it is “said”, why it is “said”? Where it is “said”? 
What is not “said” and why?
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Endnotes

1. Critical discourse analysis also emphasises 
the need for interdisciplinary work. Fairclough 
and Chiapello (2002, p. 186) go further, and refer 
to the trans‑disciplinary work, given that according 
to these authors such an approach “questions how 
the dialogue among two disciplines or theoretical 
frameworks can channel into the development of 
both, in a process in which each one appropriates 
internally from the logic of the other as a resource 
for its own development”.
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